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Reflection 
rewards

MiniXRP is a enforced BSC token. The contract uses a safemoon fork split layer, well known 

as the classic and timeless RFI and HODL reward system. 

 

With its own set of tokenomics, the MXRP smartcontract takes advantage of a numerous set

of features, to provide a stable token that also heavily rewards the holder and end user. 

Redefining tokenomics

Antirug system

Antidump system

Hyper 
deflationary

Manual buyback

Manual burn



Static reward system

Reflection to holder: Just hold MXRP to earn 5% from every buy & sell, automatically distributed to all 
holders for every transaction. The fee is distributed to all token holders in proportion to their token holdings. 

LP reflection adds 5% of each transactions straight into the liquidity pool. This creates a backbone to our 
project. Meaning that we will always maintain a stable liquidity pool, keeping your investment safer and 
more sustainable to hold for the long term.

Manual buybacks and marketing: 5% will be used for marketing and development, as well as manual buyback to 
pump the token back to its support levels or past resistance levels to support upward momentum. These tokens 
are then sent to a black hole or burn address. This is an irretrievable public wallet that can be viewed by anyone 
and the tokens’ status is broadcasted to the blockchain. 

Total tax: 15%

LP re�ections Manual buybacks Re�ections to holders



Liquidity is effectively a measurement of the ability to buy or sell a particular asset at its current fair 

market value. For example, if you have some Bitcoin and want to trade it for U.S. dollars, there 

needs to be enough demand on the other side of the order for you to be able to make the sale at 

the current exchange rate.

Security and liquidity

What is "liquidity"

As the MiniXrp token LP increases, the price stability mirrors this function with the benefit of a solid 

price floor and cushion for holders. The goal here is to prevent the larger dips when whales decide 

to sell their tokens later in the game, which keeps the price from fluctuating as much as if there was 

no automatic LP function. All of this is an effort to alleviate some of the troubles we have seen with 

the current DeFi reflection tokens. We are confident that this model and protocol will prevail over the 

outdated reflection tokens for these reasons.



Contract

Contract address: 
0xed31F9Ec173f1A8d2bBA4D629414c044262F6404

Total supply: 1 000 000 000 000 000 MXRP
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